NO TWO DAYS –
MEET THE AI &
ANALYTICS TEAM
VIDEO TRANSCRIPT
I don’t know if there is a typical day which is
kind of a cool thing about being here usually
it’s working with your project team and that
will be whether it’s business people suffer
people or design people working with them to
build something that will answer the question
you’re trying to solve typical day for someone
hard to you and I make between execution of
code. In the same part of the AI for health so
we’re looking at different problems faced by
pharmaceutical companies and ideating this
morning around what we can do to help I don’t
think that is a typical day at the dog would be
good would be different well that was a difficult
efficient hard enough support and guidance
from people on the ground there were you know
able to put all the help and support I did wired
to make when required and there isn’t one
thing that characterizes the project specifically
here we actually get to work with you on
emerging technologies so a lot of people talk
about working in things like natural language
processing computer vision machine learning
we use these every day and we solve problems
with them with data on a daily basis so we get
to really do those things before I join the doc I
did my Ph D. in cystic spirit to live and then I left
and I spent 6 years at the University of Oxford
so before I came to talk I had never worked with
design before I had no idea what design was to
be honest I’m working with your audience here
in the UK it’s just been brilliant I think design out
of the takes are very complementary skills at the
top you’ve got a great work life balance so I get

it football is a 3 nights when we have an amount
that I can leave in our year and they do the work
early on in the morning or the following day so
you realize the flexibility to keep up here and
I’ll be the best thing about working at the dog
because of the it’s the people and the thought
and we have over here people from different
nationalities and different Bakos So it gives us an
opportunity to look at problems from a different
lens and provide fresh perspectives OK so much
every part of working the talk that’s going to be
people so a busy job of a really busy family of
going to read some busy set of pursuits that are
into it’s hard work right so thanks. You know the
job here lies maybe to flexibility in time but of
course I work hard because I love us. One of
the coolest part of my work here is the potential
So every idea that we come up with whether it’s
internal or it’s something that’s come from the
broader business it has the potential to grow
while it’s here on most of the things that we’ve
looked at how you can have some really great
the impact so that’s quite a cool thing is going to
work turning.
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